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behind the camera instead of taking in the envi-
ronment in which we find ourselves?

I believe that if we took �me to immerse ourselves 
in the environment, we would end up with be�er 
photos. We would capture more of the story, 
mood or emo�on. 

“When images become inadequate, I should be 
content with the silence.” Our own silence?

In closing I would like to pay tribute to Gary 
Ousman who has sadly passed on and send our 
sincere condolences to his family and friends. I did 
not know Gary outside of the club but his enthusi-
asm for photography and life shone through. He 
clearly had a love of the bush and nature as well as 
his dogs and I get the feeling that Gary knew when 
to be content with the silence. 

We have lost too many good people from the club 
in these last few years and as the year draws to a 
close, I would like to remember them. Good 
people taken too soon. May they all rest in peace.
Chas Venter
Heinz Benecke
Andre Roos
Gary Ousman

“When words become unclear, I shall focus with 
photographs. When images become inadequate, I 
shall be content with silence.”
— Ansel Adams

Photography gives me space and �me to forget 
about what is happening in the world and just get 
lost for a while. This is what I take from the first line 
of the quote above. You may have a different inter-
preta�on, just as we all see photographs different-
ly. There is something magical about taking photo-
graphs, whether it be in a studio with a model, out 
in nature, in the street or with family and friends. It 
allows us to capture our view of the world and in 
doing so we can never be wrong. 

If your photos work for you they are good and if 
others get something from them as well, then that 
is a bonus. 

The second sentence got me to thinking about 
when I go out to take photos. If you are like me 
then you will feel the need to always come back 
with some great images and if you don’t then you 
feel you have failed. But do we need to always get 
that great shot, or a number of great shots? Some-
�mes things just don’t line up or we are not 
inspired. I have started to realise that it is not nec-
essary to make every photo ou�ng a great photo 
making event. 

There is another aspect which we can overlook in 
our effort to get that great shot and that is that we 
miss out on the experience. To give an example – 
we went to the last Johnny Clegg concert a few 
years ago and the person in the row in front of us 
spent almost the en�re concert recording it on a 
cell phone. They were concentra�ng so much on 
recording the video that I doubt they really 
enjoyed the concert. In the same vein, how o�en 
do we miss the experience because we are stuck 

GEOFFFELDON

CHAIRMAN’S
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SALON SUBMISSIONS
Anyone may enter a Salon. To find out more on how to do so, go to the 
Photographic Society of South Africa’s website [www.pssa.co.za] or ask 
one of the senior club members. The PSSA Salon Calendar may be 
found in the PSSA section of this months SNAP magazine along with 
other PSSA news.

image entry
Any digital image entered in a section may 
not at any time be re-entered in that or any 
other section or medium for promotional pur-
poses. Previously entered work, either wholly 
or partially, may not be entered without sub-
stantial, content transforming  modifications.

Proof of originality will rest with the author. 
All images contained within the image, must 
be the author’s own work. 

Exceptions: 
Computer manipulated filters, distortions and 
textures. Images may not be manufactured 
using stock material which has previously 
been entered in promotional competitions 
without substantial modification. 
 
Images taken in consecutive frames repre-
senting the same scene or activity will be 
viewed as the same image and can only be 
allowed for submission once for judging. 
  
Due to time constraints only 1 set subject 
photo from each member will be shown and 
judged by the members on the night of sub-
mission.  

When downloading through Photovault the 
first SS image you download will be the quick 
judge image.  If 2 photos are submitted they 
will both be judged the following month as 
normal.

digital submissions
Digital images to be submitted electronically 
via PHOTOVAULTONLINE. 

IMAGE SIZING 
Width: 1920 pixels max
Height: 1080 pixels max
File Size: not exceed 2MB

BORDERS – thin outlines are allowed but 
larger frames are discouraged.

IMAGE NAMES - Authors’ names may 
NOT be added to the digital images when 
submitted. Images to be named with the 
image title only. eg: Beach Sunrise

CLUB BADGES - R50

generalclub info
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

10 NOVEMBER: 7:00pm
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When he relocated to Hermanus in June 2004, Dave immediately got caught up in the hype of the 
Southern Right Whale. He has since dedicated his life to this species and published a book 5 years 
later called Hermanus Whales: A Photographic Journey with Southern Right Whales; in which he 
explains, through photographs, his experiences with the creatures. The book has been a huge 

success and a second printing is in the works.

A former Gauteng businessman and amateur wildlife photographer, Dave may never have imag-
ined that his journey to Hermanus would lead him to accumulate over 50 000 photographs of this 

single species.

At present Dave has comfortably settled in Hermanus and owns a photography studio downtown 
from where he sells his framed photos.

He also does guided bird-watching and whale tours.
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Westville Camera Club believes in “safety in numbers” 
and are really happy that to date none of our members 
have had any “incidents” while on club outings, and we 
would like to keep it that way!

In this light, the Committee would like to encourage all 
those who participate in the outings to please observe 
some basic  house rules:

We suggest that everyone meet in a pre-determined 
place and at a pre-determined time – you will be 
advised when the outing notification goes out where 
the meet-point will be

We encourage members not to wander off on their own 
– you carry expensive equipment and can be watched 
without even knowing it!

If you do leave the group, try to do so with some other 
people from the group

If you do leave the group, even with someone else, 
please tell us which direction you are heading in, so we 
know where to start looking if we need to

We would then like for everyone to meet again at the 
predetermined place and time after the shoot – just to 
ensure that everyone is OK

If you do decide to leave before the final meet, please 
tell someone who is staying – again, just so that we 
know you are safe and have chosen to leave

Thanks and look forward to seeing you all on the next 
outing.

outing safety
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DETAILS: TBC on Social Media for security reasons

YEAR END
Braai

Members are requested to bring everything they would need for a braai as well as 
their own chairs.  Palmiet does supply all the braais and WCC will supply the char-
coal, firefighters etc.

There is a kitchen and loo facilities are also available. 

For those who want to make a full day of it, pack your camera and walking shoes as 
the  Reserve offers beautiful scenery  spectacular cliffs, river, forest and grassland as 
well as over 150 bird species. 

The gates open at 7am. You can then join us at 11am in the kiosk for the braai. 

We look forward to seeing you all. 

It's that time of the year again and as so 
many members will be away and busy in 
December, the Committee has set a date 
and venue for our year end braai/get 
together in November for members and 
their families. 
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Salon acceptances

Congratula�ons to the following members who have advanced a ra�ng.

STAR MOVERS FOR SEPTEMBER
1 Star to 2 Star:
 - Maureen van den bergh 5 Star to Honours bronze:

 - Michael Sand

AFO 10TH DIGITAL SALON 2021
         Acceptance              COM       
Robert Black   1
Natalie Bowden   1    
Howard Gilli�   5
Shirley Gilli�   5  2  
Jurgen Huse   1
Dave Wickham   3  

5TH LOWVELD PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB SALON 2021
         Acceptance              COM

Robert Black   3  
Howard Gilli�   7  3
Shirley Gilli�   10  1
Ann Sartor   1  
Jane Smith   3  
Dave Wickham   1
Wayne dos Santos Niz  1

20TH PSSA UP-AND-COMING COMPETITION
         Acceptance              COM       

Robert Black   5
Natalie Bowden   3  1    
Marco Gagnolo   4
Trevor Lea   5    
Andrew Pike   6
Kazale�e Pike   4  2
Malcom Reeves   2
Jane Smith   5
Nikita Stevenson   1
Wayne dos Santos Niz  4   

congratulations!
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04 Mike Rheeder 
08 Brian Widdowson 
09 Buan Stanley 
10 Lynne Hauptfleisch 
13 Janet Hesketh
15 Dianne Abate 
17 Wayne Dos Santos Niz 
18 David Duncan
22 Makaira Kerkhof 
24 Lindsay Gartrell 
26 Mike Sand 

04 Mike Rheeder 
08 Brian Widdowson 
09 Buan Stanley 
10 Lynne Hauptfleisch 
13 Janet Hesketh
15 Dianne Abate 
17 Wayne Dos Santos Niz 
18 David Duncan
22 Makaira Kerkhof 
24 Lindsay Gartrell 
26 Mike Sand 

NovemberNovember BirthdaysBirthdays

freepik.com
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Gary Ousman

Andre Roos

Farewell dear friends
I have only slipped away into the next room

I am I, and you are you,
Whatever we were to each other, that we are still.

Call me by the old familiar name.
Speak of me in the easy way which you always used.

Play, smile, think of me, 
All is well.
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Andre Roos
15.07.1948 - 18.09.2021
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by Gail Brad�ield

Gary Ousman
20.10.1967 - 24.10.2021
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“Starting Young” - Gary Ousman

“Head On” - Gary Ousman

SP
ORT & PJ

Top Senior  I mage

2019 -  PJ

Top Senior  I mage

OVERALL

Top Im age

2020

2018 -  PJ

Top Senior  I mage

“Duzi Winners” - Gary Ousman

The �irst time we met Gary was many years 
ago when we purchased a Staf�i pup from 
Debbi & Gary.  We arrived to choose our 
puppy and then spent the afternoon enjo-
ying a glass or 2 of wine with them, where 
many similar interests became apparent, 
from staffs, �ine whisky, photography and 
the bush.  Grant & Gary enjoyed many 
evenings together attending �ine whisky 
tasting festivals where Debbi or I were the 
nominated designated drivers.  Gary 
invited Grant to join the WCC, which 
ultimately resulted in me joining the club. 
We had become good friends and he will be 
sorely missed, but remembered.

Grant & Debbie
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“Good bye my friend” - Gary Ousman
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PSSA NATIONALS RESULTS

MAGAZINE

The results are in and once again, Westville Camera Club can be proud of our achievements!

Our Website and Magazines are once again Number One in the country as did you Juniors. Our Seniors place joint 2nd 
place with 4 other clubs and overall, our club was placed 7th in the country.

Congratula�ons to every single person in the club, whether or not your images were selected. We certainly do “Foster 
the Spirit of Good Fellowship” and therefore we all can be proud of our clubs’ amazing achievements.

We will certainly con�nue to strive for greatness, improving ourselves and our club. Thank you to all our Togs.
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Winner Best Junior Image 
PSSA BRONZE MEDAL 

"AFRICAN BEAUTY"
Tony Wilson 

Edenvale Photographic
Society 

JUNIORS

WEBSITE
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TOP WCC JUNIOR IMAGES

Kazale�e Pike:
Tawny Eagle Take Off (36)

Sally Thackeray:
Somewhere Down There (35)

Marco Dagnolo:
Under the wind (36)

Winner Best Senior Image
PSSA BRONZE MEDAL

"INTENSE"
Malcolm Su�on

Hibiscus Coast
Photographic Society

SENIORS
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TOP WCC SENIOR IMAGES

Howard Gilli�:
Really Now (38)

Pieter Venter:
I Am Coming For You (38)

Shirley Gilli�:
Peeking Out (37)

Pieter Venter:
The Channel (37)
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PSSA INTERCLUB - OVERALL 
 

 

Position Club Junior Senior Total
1 Bethal Fotografie Klub 515 524 1039
2 Hibiscus Coast Photographic Society 483 540 1023
3 Krugersdorp Camera Club 492 525 1017
4 Tygerberg Photographic Society 490 525 1015
5 Edenvale Photographic Club 492 522 1014
6 Westville Camera Club 497 512 1009
7 Vereeniging Photographic Society 483 523 1006
8 Nelspruit Photographic Society 497 507 1004
9 Ermelo Foto Klub 491 512 1003
9 Port Elizabeth Camera Club 497 506 1003

10 Bloemfontein Kameraklub 497 503 1000
11 Vanderbijlpark Fotografiese Vereniging 488 511 999
12 Tafelberg  Fotografieklub 476 508 984
13 Pretoria Photographic Society 484 499 983
14 Southern Suburbs Camera Club 455 526 981
15 Cape Town Photographic Society 475 504 979
15 Midlens Fotoklub 478 501 979
16 Ballito Photo Club 477 499 976
16 Eden Photographic Society 483 493 976
17 Alberton Camera Club 466 503 969
18 Bosveld Fotografie Klub 467 499 966
19 AFO Photography Club 465 497 962
20 Boksburg Camera Club 450 504 954
21 Creative Camera Club 465 488 953
22 Benoni Camera Club 463 489 952
23 Klerksdorp Fotografie Klub 461 486 947
24 Maritzburg Camera Club 455 486 941
25 Brandpuntfotoklub 455 479 934
26 Witzenberg Photographic Society 459 472 931
27 Sasol Highveld Photography Club 445 475 920
28 Paarl Photographic Club 461 389 850
29 Knysna Photographic Society 502 502
30 Schools - Charlie Hofmeyr Hoerskool FK" 440 440

CLUBS

SALONS
2021

to ALL OUR amazing members at WCCCongratulations
Congratulations

Best Monochrome Image 
PSSA GOLD MEDAL 

"BUFFALOES AT NIGHT"
Howard Gilli�

Westville Camera Club 
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MCC-wcc INTERCLUB CHALLENGE
                               RESULTS

“Reflec�on Song” - Marna Roelofse

“Lapping Watchfully” - Andrew Pike

“Open Wide” 
- Andrew Pike

“Buffalo Reflec�on”
- Kazale�e Pike

TOP SCORING JUNIORS

Another successful challenge was held with Maritzburg Camera Club and the competition was again stiff! The 
standard of images submitted from both clubs was high, and the judges were certainly challenged when it 
came to scoring.Such outstanding images, of which both clubs can be proud. But as with any competition, 
there can be only one winner. And the deserved winner this year is...
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INTERCLUB CHALLENGE RESULTS

“Last Of The Dahlias” - Maxi Holder

“Standing Tall” - Jen Adam “I See Everything” - Natascha Robinson

“The Underlying Truth” - Roger Fanner

TOP SCORING SENIORS
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NEW CHALLENGE FOR 2022

INTERCLUB CHALLENGE

HIGH KEY is a term to describe images 
that are bright and contain little to no 
shadow. The style can also be described as 
bright, with overexposed backgrounds.

HIGH KEY photography possess a lot of 
white and light tones. These images have 
very minimal mid-tones and blacks. It is 
not devoid of blacks, it just has very mini-
mal amounts of black in the image.

A good ratio to consider is 80% bright, 
20% dark.

LOW KEY is a term that describes images 
that are dark, and contain only a few 
highlighted/lit areas.

It is the art of lowering the exposure to 
create more shadows while creatively 
concealing and revealing details, which
produces high contrast, dramatic images.

A good ratio to consider is 25% light, 75% 
dark.
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RULES for HIGH KEY/LOW KEY

INTERCLUB CHALLENGE 2022

1. Colour or Monochrome (black & white, sepia etc).
2. Limited editing 
 ALLOWED: removal of dust spots, levels, curves, colour saturation and contrast work, conversions to 
 monochrome, dodging and burning, sharpening, HDR.
 NOT ALLOWED: adding or removing of pixels, moving of pixels, composites or multiple exposures.
3. Images must be taken from 1 November 2021 to 30 September 2022.
4. 20 Junior, 20 Senior to be submitted by each club - any ratio of high key to low key (so just choosing 
 your best images).
5. No more than 3 images per photographer for Junior and Senior category.
6. A club member may enter work through any club they are a member of. However each image must be 
 unique to that club. In cases where this rule is ignored, the images will be disqualified in both clubs’ 
 entry submissions, resulting in a no score for those particular images towards the clubs’ total score.
7. No text, logos, watermarks.
8. Only images taken within the dates above will be eligible for selection.
9. Selection of images for the challenge, will be done entirely in-house by each club, with no external 
 judges.
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In the realm of fashion photography, this 
image of supermodel Dovima by Richard 
Avedon stands among the best ever. It was 
taken in August of 1955 at the Cirque D'Hiver 
in Paris, as part of a fashion shoot for Harp-
er’s Bazaar magazine. While investigating the 
Cirque as a suitable site for the shoot, Avedon 
saw the elephants standing in an enclosure 
under a huge skylight, and realised that the 
lighting was perfect for a “dream image”. He 
had only to find the right model and the right 
dress. 

For the model he chose Dovima, the leading 
model of the day. Tall and slim, she was the 

epitome of 1950s elegance. Avedon 
described her as “the most unconventional 
and remarkable beauty of her time”. Such 
was her renown that she named herself 
simply Dovima, from the first two letters of 
each of her names, Dorothy Virginia Marga-
ret. The dress was from the famous house of 
Christian Dior, and was the first creation for 
the house by 19 year old Yves St. Laurent.

The image is striking for it’s surreal juxtapo-
sition of style and grace, with the massive 
clumsy wrinkled power of the elephants com-
bining fantasy with reality. It is beautifully lit 
and elegantly composed and it is an arrest-

DOVIMA WITH THE ELEPHANTS
by Malcolm Reeves

HUNTS FOR OLD PHOTOS
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ing image with a rich combination of quali-
ties. The contrasts of smooth and wrinkled, 
beauty and beast, youth and age, calm and 
restless, strength and frailty, imprisonment 
and freedom, power and submission are all 
present. Such is the artistic, cultural and 
historical significance of the original image 
that it sold for $1 125 000 in 2010. Strange-
ly, Avedon was never satisfied with the 
image. He felt that he missed a composition 
opportunity by not having the sash blowing 
out to the left to better match the line of the 
elephant’s leg.

When the image was published in Harper’s 
Bazaar in September 1955, it was immedi-
ately recognised as iconic, and cemented the 
places of Avedon and Dovima in their 
respective fields. They went on the collabo-
rate on many fashion photographs. Avedon 
enjoyed a long and successful career as a 
photographer, and captured classic portraits 
of many prominent people.

Alas, the story of Dovima’s later life is rather 
sad. At the height of her career, she was the 
highest paid model, popularly referred to as 
“The Dollar a Minute Girl”’. By the new 
decade fashion tastes changed, and her 
allure had begun to fade. In later years she 
said “I didn't want to wait until the camera 
turned cruel”. With that thought in mind she 
retired from modelling. She became 
divorced from her husband, who had squan-
dered all her money and left her penniless. 
After various unsuccessful attempts in films 
and model agency, she ended up living with 
her parents in Fort Lauderdale, working as a 
waitress in a pizza parlour. 

Her most enduring legacy is the image of her 
standing in a beautifully simple Yves Saint 
Laurent dress, with a silk ribbon wrapped 
around her waist, at the circus with ele-
phants, photographed by Richard Avedon

A behind the scenes look at the photograph in 
progress

Avedon gives Dovima a kiss for a job well done
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10 TIPS FOR BETTER LANDSCAPE 
PHOTOGRAPHY
by Leanne Cole
https://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-for-better-landscape-photography/

Landscape photography is a very popular genre and many amateur photographers start 
their hobbies doing it. There is, however, a lot more to it than just going out somewhere 
beau�ful, pu�ng your camera up to your face, and clicking the shu�er bu�on.

Have you gone out and taken some landscape photos, then found that they didn’t look 
that good when you got home? Do you get lost when you go out, and don’t know what 
to photograph, or how? Here are 10 �ps to help you get you do be�er landscape photog-
raphy.

A bush trying to grow on the edge of some cliffs show how harsh the environment is and leads you to the cliffs.

1 – Work the scene
One thing you see a lot of new photographers doing is walking up to a scene, taking 
one photo, and think they are done. However, a more experienced person will take 
a lot more photos, and spend �me walking around and seeing what they can get 
from that scene.

Think about different angles, and different heights. With digital you can take so 
many photos, and it won’t cost you anything, other than a few minutes. So work 
the scene, and see what else you can get.

2 – Leading lines and pa�erns
This is something that we all learn from the beginning, find a leading line that will 
take your viewer into the image. Fences, roads, or anything that is like a line, that 
starts at the side of the frame, and takes people into your image. It is the invita�on 
to look at the photo.

Pa�erns can be a great way a�rac�ng a�en�on. If you no�ce a pa�ern some-
where, and take a photo of it, there is a good chance that your audience will also 
find it interes�ng. Pa�erns can be anywhere, in the ground, on the bark of trees, 
how they are planted. They can be fascina�ng.
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10 Tips for better landscape photography... Continued

Roads can be great leading lines to take your viewer into your image

Early morning can mean sunrise, but at certain times you can also get mist on water

3 – Time of day
This is something that we all learn at the beginning, �me of day is important. It is also 
dependent on the �me of the year. Here in Southern Australia you can shoot all day long 
in winter. The sun is never high in the sky, the shadows are so�, and it is a great �me of 
the year to take photos. On the other hand, summer is terrible. It is hot, the light is 
harsh, the shadows are sharp, and o�en the colors in your images can look bleached.

Think about where you are, and what �me of the day is best where you want to take 
photos. Some people prefer early morning, there aren’t many people around, and you 
can get what you want before the day starts. Others prefer later in the day, and don’t 
mind sharing their loca�on.

Some areas that you want to photograph will be be�er for sunrise, as you may not be 
able to get a sunset there. Or it could be the other way around. Many coastal areas on 
the east coast of Australia mean that is it almost impossible to get a sunset, so you need 
to get up early and aim for sunrise instead.
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10 Tips for better landscape photography... Continued

6 – Think about the seasons
It’s very easy to go out one day and take photos of a par�cular place, then forget it 
exists, but what about thinking about other �mes of the year. Some places will look 
be�er in summer than they do in winter. Spring could be a �me with lots of flowers, 
while autumn will give you colourful trees.

4 – Look at your foreground
The foreground is o�en forgo�en when taking landscape photos, but some�mes what 
is right in front of you is exactly what you need to make your image stronger.

Some images of landscapes can be a bit more interes�ng by adding a small plant or 
something that is in the front, close to the camera. It can also be a leading point to the 
scene at the back of the image.

The foreground plants give interest to the landscape behind.

5 – Look at what other photographers do
Without a doubt, one of the best things you can do is to look at other photographers, 
and take note of what they do. Don’t underes�mate how much you can learn by looking 
at the work of others. Not just good or professional people, but also amateurs, you can 
see the good and the bad.

Look at work that you like and determine why you like it, exactly what it is that you think 
makes it work. Can you pinpoint what it is about that image that makes you jealous that 
you didn’t take it?

Take notes of images that you don’t think are very good. Analyze them and see what it 
is that you find isn’t working. Learn from them, and make sure you don’t make the same 
mistakes.
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10 Tips for better landscape photography ... Continued

Photographing the same place throughout the year can give you a different feeling to 
your images every �me you go there.

It is also a good idea to think about where you want to take photos, then consider what 
will be the best season to show it off. The mountains can look sparse and uninspiring in 
the summer, but in winter they are covered in snow; it adds a different dimension.

Autumn can bring lots of color to your landscape photography.

7 – Look for the smaller landscape
When you are out, it is very easy to put 
on a wide angle lens, and take all your 
photos with it. Most landscapes are wide 
vistas showing the scene that is before 
you. But, there are other ways to show 
what is there. Look around for objects or 
flora that you can use in the foreground. 
This is especially good if the subject is in 
the distance. It can give something inter-
es�ng in front of your image.

Try taking a zoom or macro lens with 
you. You might be able to photograph 
something like the flora. Don’t just zoom 
right in on flowers that may be growing 
on it, try considering the whole plant 
and where it is situated. It can you give it 
some context as to its environment. This 
can help you tell a whole other story at 
�mes.

Flowers trying to grow in sand helps to tell the story of the location.
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Compiled by
BUAN STANLEY

10 Tips for better landscape photography... Continued

8 – What equipment do you need
You don’t need anything special to photograph landscapes, a camera with a decent lens is 
enough. You can use a compact camera just as well as a DSLR, it is really up to you.

If you are using a DSLR then you probably want a wide angle lens, or something a bit longer. 
Landscape photographers tend to use wide angles more, though many also use up to 
200mm lenses as well. You don’t need the best camera that is available, and o�en it’s the 
lens choice that will give you the best results.

A sturdy tripod is good to have. The best advice is to get the best you can afford, don’t skimp 
on the price, you will regret it later if you do. A remote shu�er release is a great piece of kit 
to have as well, or you can use the self-�mer on your camera.

When you progress, and as you get more skilled at landscapes, the equipment list tends to 
grow. You will find yourself wan�ng items like filters for long exposures or be�er lenses. The 
list can be endless.

9 – Tripod: when to use or not
There is an opinion that if you are a serious landscape photographer, then you will always 
use a tripod, no ma�er what. If you are not, then you can’t be sincere about your cra�.

It’s one way of looking at it. But, so many new and experienced photographers, find it can be 
limi�ng, or s�fle your crea�ve flow; that you can’t move around easily when taking your 
photos.

The short answer to this is that you have to feel comfortable when you are doing photogra-
phy, so there is nothing wrong with not using a tripod. Though you also have to accept that, 
at �mes, you may not get the sharpest images – so it’s a trade-off.

If you are shoo�ng at night then a tripod is a must, especially if you don’t want noisy photos. 
A tripod means you can use the best se�ngs on your camera to get the highest quality 
image.

10 – Look for the story
There is no denying that some places you go to will seem boring, and you will wonder why on 
earth you went there. It’s one of those �mes when you will want to consider other �ps here, 
but one �p that can really help is to find the story of the area.

Consider where you are, and why you went. Is there some history that you can see that s�ll 
remains? How can you incorporate that into the image to show the story?

In many places in Victoria, Australia, you can travel to a town and find very li�le there. The 
only thing there might be grain silos, and fields of crops in various stages of growth. Look at 
the silos up close, and see if you can photograph how long they have been standing there. 
Look for how they are used. There will always be railway tracks next to them, so shoot how 
they lead you to the silos (see �p #1 above). Maybe do one from a distance showing the silos 
standing tall in a flat country. The story becomes all about the silos and that countryside.

Landscape photography is wonderful, and what you can take photos of is endless. Think 
about all the �ps here and they should help you do your best landscape photography.
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This is the list of Set Subjects (themes) for the Westville Camera Club Monthly Photographic com-
petition in 2021. Image submission day is always the Monday before the 3rd Wednesday of the 
month in question. i.e the Monday before Judging night. 

Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixels (the width must be either 1920 pixels or the height must 
be 1080 pixels or both), sRGB color-space and less than 2mb in file size.

SS QUICK REFERENCE for 2021
MONTH SUBMISSION DATESET SUBJECT

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
NOV
JAN
FEB

Personal Photo Project - presented as a Triptych
The Power of Red
Creative Macro (non-nature)
Symmetry
Reflections
Curves
Elements: Earth, Wind, Fire, Water
Low Key
Open Road
Serenity
TOY STORIES
Urbex/Urban Explora�on
Expressions

18 Jan 2021
15 Feb 2021
15 Mar 2021
19 Apr 2021
17 May 2021
14 Jun 2021
19 Jul 2021
16 Aug 2021
13 Sep 2021
18 Oct 2021
15 NOV 2021
17 Jan 2022
14 Feb 2022

SETSUBJECTS 2021
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NOVEMBER 2021 - TOY STORIES
You don’t need to have kids to love photographing toys. They’re simple, versa�le, and rich with 
crea�ve possibili�es. They are great in all seasons, all types of weather, and all kinds of photography. 
One reason why toys are such great subjects are because of their personality. Unlike other objects, 
toys seem to have feelings. In some ways, they are more like people than objects. This emo�onal 
capacity is especially true when the toys have faces, like ac�on figures, Lego people, or stuffed 
animals. These toys can express almost any emo�on, from sadness to pure joy. Though they’re 
objects, you can pose them like people, crea�ng mini stories with each picture.
RULES: Colour or Mono. Manipula�on is allowed.
Submission Deadline: 15 November 2021

JANUARY 2022 - URBEX/URBAN EXPLORATION
Urban explora�on or Urbex for short, is a subfield of architectural photography. It is the art of finding 
old and abandoned buildings, structures, and loca�ons, exploring them, and taking photos as you go. 
Consider using natural light as much as possible and be mindful of your composi�on and focal points 
in the image. Adding a model or human element can make a drama�c statement. Look for colour    
contrasts and strong tonal ranges in your environment. Consider the mood and look for a strong story 
in your images. Use a tripod and apertures of around f11 for sharp images. Be prepared for long       
exposures.  Remember you are crea�ng ar�stry from decay.  
RULES: Colour or monochrome. Manipula�on is allowed, composite images are not.  
Submission Deadline: 17 January 2022

FEBRUARY 2022 - EXPRESSIONS
It is said that the face is the window to the soul, communicated via our flee�ng expressions. An            
understanding of this is certainly one of the most important skills to have in people photography.  The 
human face can form over 10,000 expressions. To simplify this daun�ng number, as photographers we 
need only concentrate on capturing 6 basic expressions: happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, or 
disgust. Forehead, eyebrows, eyes, cheeks, and mouths are all essen�al features in the forma�on of 
expressions. The best and most poignant expressions will be candid, spontaneous, and unposed.  For 
success, be relaxed and unobtrusive, learn to an�cipate a genuine expression quickly, and take your 
shot in �me to capture that flee�ng moment. The more you can learn to an�cipate and differen�ate 
those very subtle differences, the more you will understand about your subjects, and the be�er you 
can communicate that with the photos you take of them.
RULES: Colour or mono. Subjects must be human. No limit to the number of people in the image. 
No manipula�on allowed.
Submission Deadline: 14 February 2022

2021
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Any regularly repeated arrangement, especially 
a design made from repeated lines, shapes, 

or colours.
 A usually repeating artistic or decorative design

 A natural or accidental arrangement.
 

Patterns can be found in nature or man-made items 
such as clothes, buildings, paths, gardens etc. 
There is no limit or restriction as to where the

patterns are photographed but the challenge is
to find patterns that are interesting

and/or unusual.

Rules – Colour or Mono but no manipulation 
as defined in by the PSSA. See below.

PATTERNS

MANIPULATION

Manipulation shall constitute any or all of the following modifications to the original image:
• Adding an element to the image that was not contained in the original capture.
• Removing an element from the image that was contained in the original capture.
• Moving or repositioning an element of the image that was contained in the original capture.

The following actions are allowed and are not seen as manipulation:
• Cropping
• Correction of lens distortion, chromatic aberrations, purple fringing, lens vignette and vertical/
   horizontal perspective adjustments.
• Removal of dust spots or scratch marks from sensor or scanned images.
• The blending of different exposures of the same scene to broaden the dynamic range e.g., High  
   Dynamic Range (HDR).
• Photo stacking to overcome the limitations of the digital sensor heat artefacts in long exposures.
• Focus stacking to widen the depth of field especially in Macro photography. In the case of Nature 
   and Wildlife, HDR and focus stacking will not be considered as manipulation and may be used 
   provided that the end result is a faithful representation of the original scene

2021category KZN REGIONAL COMPETITION
FOR THE 2022Additional
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NOVEMBER

2021-11-06 2nd Benoni PDI Salon

2021-11-13 OTRCC 2nd National Digital Salon

2021-11-20 Cross Continental Circuit

 

2022

JANUARY

2022-01-08 MIROC International Salon Circuit - Edenvale

2022-01-22 2nd Bethal National PDI Salon

2022-01-29 Boksburg Camera Club National PDI Salon

2022-01-30 13th Holland International Image Circuit 

FEBRUARY

2022-02-02 5th PECC International Audio Visual Festival 

2022-02-12 Eden National Digital Salon

2022-02-19 Cape Town Photographic Society National PDI & Print 

MARCH

2022-03-05 5th Rustenburg National Digital Salon

2022-03-19 Ermelo Fotoklub 3rd National PDI Salon

UPCOMING SALONS

http://www.pssa.co.za

Follow the link below to the PSSA website for any information regarding the PSSA, 
salons, upcoming local and national photographic events and also to find out 
why it’s a good thing to join the PSSA!

SA
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N 
CA
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ND

AR

NO SALONS IN DECEMBER

SA
LO

N 
CA
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AR
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NOVEMBER 2021
Our year is coming to an end and we will all be preparing now our plans for 
Christmas and possible holidays around this time.   Perhaps cameras being 
cleaned and ready to get these great images to keep us stimulated for the 
Year 2022 which, I am sure we are hoping will be a better one than what we 
have all had to go thru this year due to our COVID regulations.
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These competitions continue to inspire us all when we see the work that is 
being done around the country.   November will be the last month in the year 
for these competitions but remember if your Club meets in December you are 
allowed a double entry in January 2022 and Photovault will be adjusted 
accordingly for this purpose.  Please always try and take a trip over to our web 
site to view all the entries each month with their scores.  

We would also love you to share with your clubs these images as often as pos-
sible to motivate and promote the Competitions every month.    It would be 
great to see more of our clubs entering every month and more of our members 
entering our web site competition – MAKE THAT ONE OF YOUR NEW YEAR 
RESOLUTIONS.

OUR MONTHLY COMPETITIONS

SENIOR WINNER

“Fencing Motion” 
– Author: Alta Oosthuizen from 
Pretoria Photographic Society. 

This image is displaying a very 
creative approach and certainly 
the motion pulls us into the image 
very strongly

JUNIOR WINNER

“Emotional Baggage of a Teenager” 
– Author Andre Venter from AFO 
Photography Club

Very strong thought provoking 
image with a strong message.
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WEB SITE WINNER

“Marching On” – Author Howard Gillitt from Westville Camera 
Club.  

He is certainly marching on to get there quickly.

THE THREE WINNERS WILL RECEIVE A VOUCHER FOR R500 FROM PRINT 
WILD, ONE OF PSSA’S SPONSORS. I am sure our winners will use this to 
display their work in some way or another as it is a great honour.  Please also 
remember you must be a member of PSSA to enter the web site competition.

It is something certainly to look forward to and a big THANK YOU to Jill, our 
President who has put a lot of work into this e-IMAGE. 

Our web master needs to get your correct data onto the web site from the PSSA 
data base.  PLEASE REMEMBER TO UPDATE ANY CHANGES IN YOUR DETAILS FR
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ELECTRONIC IMAGE MAGAZINE FOR PSSA MEMBERS ONLY
We are in the process of finalising an e-IMAGE 
which will be available on the PSSA web site. 
This electronic IMAGE will only be available to 
PSSA members. 

On the web site you will have to log into the 
special MEMBER ZONE, which is being created 
by Melanie, our web master.  A separate email 
will be sent to you with clear instructions how to 
read the IMAGE magazine online and how to 
download it, if you wish.

WITH RIA, OUR MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY at membership@pssa.co.za as she 
administers the PSSA data base. To be able to access the electronic IMAGE 
magazine, your correct name, surname, email address and id number on the 
PSSA data base need to be 100% correct, otherwise the MEMBER ZONE on the 
web site will not recognise you.

The HONOURS MAGAZINE for this year is also in the process of being devel-
oped.   This will be a printed physical Magazine and will be finished soon, as 
well as all the arrangements being made with regard the process of getting this 
to all our members in January 2022.   Something for us all to look forward to.
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It is something certainly to look forward to and a big THANK YOU to Jill, our 
President who has put a lot of work into this e-IMAGE. 

Our web master needs to get your correct data onto the web site from the PSSA 
data base.  PLEASE REMEMBER TO UPDATE ANY CHANGES IN YOUR DETAILS 

PSSA CLOTHING
As we are all aware PSSA has various different clothing jackets, hats etc. which 
we do have some stock at present.   We would really appreciate if any member 
who would like to take on this task of controlling, keeping the stock, giving us 
new ideas and suggestions with regard our clothing.  It is great to see the 
clothing being worn at our Congresses, at Outings and all PSSA get-togethers.   
Please contact me at evelyng@mwebbiz.co.za for further information.

HONOURS CLOSING DATE
Applications for your honours will close on the 25th January 2022.   There is 
an increase this year of R100 for your applications.   Some members are 
already working on their panels. We look forward to seeing all the panels as 
always. GOOD LUCK TO ALL. Any questions regarding Honours, please 
direct to Jill, at jillsneesby@gmail.com. 

PSSA'S RECENT NATIONAL CONGRESS
The members who were able to attend 
this Congress are still talking about it, 
sending us lovely messages which is 
really appreciated and has shown that 
this is a Congress that is going to be 
remembered for a long time.

Jill would still love to have images 
taken within the Township of the 
people.  The plan is to send them 
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WITH RIA, OUR MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY at membership@pssa.co.za as she 
administers the PSSA data base. To be able to access the electronic IMAGE 
magazine, your correct name, surname, email address and id number on the 
PSSA data base need to be 100% correct, otherwise the MEMBER ZONE on the 
web site will not recognise you.

The HONOURS MAGAZINE for this year is also in the process of being devel-
oped.   This will be a printed physical Magazine and will be finished soon, as 
well as all the arrangements being made with regard the process of getting this 
to all our members in January 2022.   Something for us all to look forward to.

Jumbo size prints which they can keep. Some members have already sent Jill 
some and there are certainly some lovely ones which we are sure they are 
going to love.   If you have not sent to Jill PLEASE do so ASAP at jillsneesby-
@gmail.com.  THANK YOU.

The  2022 CONGRESS is already in the process of being organised at Grey-
ton, the dates will be 21st August to 25th August PLEASE DIARISE THESE 
DATES and we will keep you informed of the progress.
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40TH FIAP YOUTH BIENNIAL 2021

FINAL WORDS...

There has been a lot of entries for this event and Anton La Grange applauds 
all who have entered and wishes them all good luck. There are still a couple 
of days to send to Anton as he is finalising all on the 4th November, please 
feel free to contact Anton at antonlagrange@gmail.com ASAP with any ques-
tions and queries.  GOOD LUCK TO ALL!

I am sure by the time you read this 
month’s Newsletter, you will all have 
voted and we look forward to all in our 
Country for the coming year. 

STRONG MESSAGE
A strong message that came my 
way recently which is lovely to 
finish with, as our past year for us 
all, in many ways, had clouds 
around us but remember “Every 
Cloud has a Silver Lining”

KEEP INSPIRING US WITH YOUR WORK, FEEL FREE ALWAYS TO CON-
TACT US WITH ANY QUERIES – THE BOARD OF PSSA IS ALWAYS THERE 
TO HELP AND ASSIST WHEN AND WHERE THEY CAN.
 
ENJOY THE REST OF NOVEMBER WHICH HOPEFULLY WILL BRING US 
LOTS OF SUNSHINE WEATHERWISE SO THAT WE CAN GET THESE STUN-
NING SUNRISES AND SUNSET IMAGES.
 
EVELYN
DIRECTOR - PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Geoff Feldon - 082 464 3221
chairman@westvillecameraclub.co.za

CHAIRMAN

01

Malcolm Reeves - 083 309 0585
malcolm.reeves@westvillecameraclub.co.za

VICE-CHAIRMAN & TREASURER

02

Natascha Robinson - 079 220 8699
natascha.robinson@westvillecameraclub.co.za

SNAP EDITOR

08

MEMBERSHIP & WEBSITE

04

Karen Fischer - 084 707 9090
karen.fischer@westvillecameraclub.co.za

WORKSHOP/OUTING STEWARD

07

Jen Adam - 072 568 6802
jen.adam@ westvillecameraclub.co.za

ENTRY STEWARD

03

Conrad Kelsey - 083 570 0217
conrad.kelsey@westvillecameraclub.co.za

SECRETARY

06

Bee Brodie - 072 426 5656
bee.brodie@
westvillecameraclub.co.za

John Thackeray - 082 417 8944
john.thackeray@westvillecameraclub.co.za

WORKSHOP/OUTING STEWARD

05

info@westvillecameraclub.co.za

GENERAL INFO
2nd & 3rd Wednesdays
7pm

ZOOM MEETINGS
www.facebook.com/groups/9611149381/
(Active Members only)

FACEBOOK
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